Infants: (0-18 months)
Developmental Milestones
Physical:
0 -3 months
 Sucking, grasping reflexes
 Lifts head when held at shoulder
 Moves arms actively
 Is able to follow objects and to focus
3- 6 months
 Rolls over
 Holds head up when held in sitting position
 Lifts up knees, crawling motions
 Reaches for objects
6-9 months
 Sits unaided, spends more time in upright position
 Learns to crawl
 Climbs stairs
 Develops eye-hand coordination
9-18 months
 Achieve mobility, strong urge to climb, crawl
 Stands and walks
 Learn to walk on his or her own
 Learns to grasp with thumb and finger
 Feeds self
 Transfers small objects from one hand to another
Emotional/Social:










Wants to have needs met
Develop a sense of security
Smiles spontaneously and responsively
Likes movement, to be held and rocked
Laughs aloud
Socializes with anyone, but knows mother or primary
caregiver
Responds to tickling
Prefers primary caregiver
May cry when strangers approach
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Commonly exhibits anxiety
Extends attachments for primary caregivers to the world
Demonstrate object permanence; knows parents exist and
will return (helps child deal with anxiety)
Test limits

Intellectual/Cognitive:















Vocalizes sounds (coos)
Smiles and expresses pleasure
Recognizes primary caregiver
Uses both hands to grasp objects
Has extensive visual interests
Puts everything in mouth
Solves simple problems, e.g., will move obstacles aside to
reach objects
Transfers objects from hand to hand
Responds to changes in environment and can repeat action
that caused it
Begins to respond selectively to words
Demonstrates intentional behavior, initiates actions
Realizes objects exist when out of sight and will look for
them (object permanence)
Is interested and understands words
Says words like “mama”, “dada”
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Toddlers: (18-36 months)
Developmental Milestones:
Physical
•
•
•

Enjoy physical activities such as running, kicking,
climbing, jumping, etc.
Beginnings of bladder and bowel control towards latter
part of this stage
Are increasingly able to manipulate small objects with
hands

Emotional/Social
•
•
•
•
•

Becoming aware of limits; says “no” often
Establishing a positive, distinct sense of self through
continuous exploration of the world
Continuing to develop communication skills and
experiencing the responsiveness of others
Needs to develop a sense of self and to do some things
for him/herself
Making simple choices such as what to eat, what to wear
and what activity to do

Intellectual/Cognitive
•

Toddlers have a limited vocabulary of 500-3,000 words
and are only able to form three to four word sentences.

•

They have no understanding of pronouns (he, she) and
only a basic grasp of prepositions (in, on, off, out, away).

•

Most toddlers can count, but they do so from memory,
without a true understanding of what the numbers
represent.

•

Cognitively, children in this age range are very egocentric
and concrete in their thinking, and believe that adults
know everything. This means that they look at everything
from their own perspective.
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•

They assume that everyone else sees, acts, and feels
the same way they do, and believe that adults already
know everything. This results in their feeling that they
don’t need to explain an event in detail.

•

Toddlers might have a very clear picture of events as
they relate to themselves but may have difficulty
expressing thoughts or providing detail. Because of this,
most of the questions will need to be asked of their
caregivers.

•

Toddlers are able to relate their experiences, in detail,
when specifically and appropriately questioned.

•

Learning to use memory and acquiring the basics of selfcontrol.
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Pre-School: (3-6 years old)
Developmental Milestones:
Physical
•
•
•

Is able to dress and undress self
Has refined coordination and is learning many new skills
Is very active and likes to do things like climb, hop, skip and
do stunts

Emotional/Social
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develops capacity to share and take turns
Plays cooperatively with peers
Is developing some independence and self-reliance
Is developing ethnic and gender identities
Learning to distinguish between reality and fantasy
Learning to make connections and distinctions between
feelings, thoughts and actions

Intellectual/Cognitive
•

With pre-schoolers, their ability to understand language
usually develops ahead of their speech

•

By age 6, their vocabulary will have increased to between
8,000 and 14,000 words but it is important to remember that
children in this age group often repeat words without fully
understanding their meaning

•

They have learned the use of most prepositions (up/down,
ahead/behind, beside) and some basic possessive pronouns
(mine, his, ours), and have started to master adjectives

•

Pre-school children continue to be egocentric and concrete
in their thinking. They are still unable to see things from
another’s perspective, and they reason based on specifics
that they can visualize and that have importance to them (i.e.
“Mom and Dad” instead of “family”).
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•

When questioned, they can generally express who, what,
where, and sometimes how, but not when or how many.
They are also able to provide a fair amount of detail about a
situation.

•

It is important to keep in mind that children in this age range
continue to have trouble with the concepts of sequence and
time. As a result, they may seem inconsistent when telling a
story simply because they hardly ever follow a beginningmiddle-end approach
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School-Age Children (7- 9 years old)
Developmental Milestones:
Physical
•
•
•

Have increased coordination and strength
Enjoy using new skills, both gross and fine motor
Are increasing in height and weight at steady rates

Emotional/Social
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased ability to interact with peers
Have more same-sex friends
Increased ability to engage in competition
Developing and testing values and beliefs that will guide
present and future behaviors
Has a strong group identity; increasingly defines self
through peers
Need to develop a sense of mastery and accomplishment
based upon physical strength, self-control and school
performance

Intellectual/Cognitive
•

By early elementary age, children start logical thinking,
which means that rather than accepting what they see as
true, they begin to apply their personal knowledge and
experience to a particular situation to determine whether
it makes sense or not.

•

Temporal concepts greatly improve in this age range, as
early elementary children start to understand the idea of
the passage of time, as well as day, date and time as a
concept as opposed to a number.

•

Most early elementary aged children have acquired the
basic cognitive and linguistic concepts necessary to
sufficiently communicate an abusive event.

•

They can also copy adult speech patterns. As a result, it
is easy to forget that children in this age range are still
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not fully developed cognitively, emotionally, or
linguistically.
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Early Adolescence (10 – 12 years old)
Developmental Milestones:
Physical
•
•
•

Have increased coordination and strength
Are developing body proportions similar to those of an
adult
May begin puberty—evident sexual development, voice
changes, and increased body odor are common.

Emotional/Social
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased ability to interact with peers
Increased ability to engage in competition
Developing and testing values and beliefs that will guide
present and future behaviors
Has a strong group identity; increasingly defines self
through peers
Acquiring a sense of accomplishment based upon the
achievement of greater physical strength and self-control
Defines self-concept in part by success in school

Intellectual/Cognitive
•
•

Early adolescents have an increased ability to learn and
apply skills.
The early adolescent years mark the beginning of
abstract thinking but revert to concrete thought under
stress.

•

Even though abstract thinking generally starts during this
age period, preteens are still developing this method of
reasoning and are not able to make all intellectual leaps,
such as inferring a motive or reasoning hypothetically.

•

Youth in this age range learn to extend their way of
thinking beyond their personal experiences and
knowledge and start to view the world outside of an
absolute black-white/right-wrong perspective.
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•

Interpretative ability develops during the years of early
adolescence, as does the ability to recognize cause and
affect sequences.

•

Early adolescents are able to answer who, what, where,
and when questions, but still may have problems with
why questions.
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Middle Adolescence (13 – 17 years old)
Developmental Milestones:
Physical:
 95% of adult height reached
 Less concern about physical changes but increased interest in
personal attractiveness
 Excessive physical activity alternating with lethargy
 Secondary sexual characteristics
Emotional/Social:











Conflict with family predominates due to ambivalence about
emerging independence
Strong peer allegiances – fad behavior
Experimentation – sex, drugs, friends, jobs, risk-taking behavior
Struggle with sense of identity
Moodiness
Rejection of adult values and ideas
Risk Taking – “it can’t happen to me”
Experiment with adult roles
Testing new values and ideas
Importance of relationships – may have strongly invested in a
single romantic relationship

Intellectual/Cognition:




Growth in abstract thought reverts to concrete thought under
stress
Cause-effect relationships better understood
Very self absorbed
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Late Adolescence (18 -21 years old)
Developmental Milestones:
Physical:



Physical maturity and reproductive growth leveling off and ending
Firmer sense of sexual identity

Emotional/Social:






Separation from caregivers
More comfortable seeking adult advice
Peers are important but young person can now evaluate their
influence and opinions rather than wholeheartedly embracing them
without question
Intimate relationships are important
Acceptance of adult responsibilities

Intellectual/Cognition:





Abstract thought established – future oriented; able to understand,
plan and pursue long range goals
Philosophical and idealistic
What do I what to do with my life? – increased concern for the
future
Greater capacity to use insight
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Infants: (0-18 months)
Developmental Milestones
Physical:
0 -3 months
 Sucking, grasping reflexes
 Lifts head when held at shoulder
 Moves arms actively
 Is able to follow objects and to focus
3- 6 months
 Rolls over
 Holds head up when held in sitting position
 Lifts up knees, crawling motions
 Reaches for objects
6-9 months
 Sits unaided, spends more time in upright position
 Learns to crawl
 Climbs stairs
 Develops eye-hand coordination
9-18 months
 Achieve mobility, strong urge to climb, crawl
 Stands and walks
 Learn to walk on his or her own
 Learns to grasp with thumb and finger
 Feeds self
 Transfers small objects from one hand to another
Emotional/Social:










Wants to have needs met
Develop a sense of security
Smiles spontaneously and responsively
Likes movement, to be held and rocked
Laughs aloud
Socializes with anyone, but knows mother or primary
caregiver
Responds to tickling
Prefers primary caregiver
May cry when strangers approach
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Commonly exhibits anxiety
Extends attachments for primary caregivers to the world
Demonstrate object permanence; knows parents exist and
will return (helps child deal with anxiety)
Test limits

Intellectual/Cognitive:















Vocalizes sounds (coos)
Smiles and expresses pleasure
Recognizes primary caregiver
Uses both hands to grasp objects
Has extensive visual interests
Puts everything in mouth
Solves simple problems, e.g., will move obstacles aside to
reach objects
Transfers objects from hand to hand
Responds to changes in environment and can repeat action
that caused it
Begins to respond selectively to words
Demonstrates intentional behavior, initiates actions
Realizes objects exist when out of sight and will look for
them (object permanence)
Is interested and understands words
Says words like “mama”, “dada”

Safety Checklist for Caregivers:
Basic Safety
9 Did this child have any serious injuries, either before or since
coming into your care?
9 Does your child have any chronic health conditions? Do you have
all the necessary medication and supplies?
9 Do you have a First Aid Kit in your home?
Check For:
9 TVs and other pieces of standing furniture secured so that they
cannot be pulled over?
9 Exposed wires or appliance cords in reach of children?
Preventing Falls
9 Are there child safety window guards on all windows above the first
floor?
9 Are safety gates installed at the top and bottom of all staircases?
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Sleep Time Safety
9 When you put your child to sleep in his/her crib, do you put them on
their stomach or their back?
9 Do you put any soft bedding beneath the baby?
9 Do you use pillows or heavy comforters in the crib?
9 Does your child ever sleep in bed with you or with other children?
9 Are there any window blinds or curtain cords near your baby’s crib
or other furniture?
9 Do you tie a pacifier around your child’s neck or to his/her clothing
with a string or ribbon?
9 Do you ever cover mattresses with plastic or a plastic bag?
Crib Safety
9 Does crib have any missing, loose , improperly installed or broken
hardware?
9 Are crib slats more than two and three-eighths inches apart?
9 Are there any corner posts over the end panels of crib?
9 Do the headboards or footboards have any cutout areas?
9 Is paint cracked or peeling?
9 Are there any splinters or rough edges?
9 Are top rails of crib less than ¾ of the child’s height?
Bath Safety
9 What do you do if the telephone or doorbell rings while you are
giving your child a bath?
9 Do you use bathtub seats with suction cups?
9 Do you check the water temperature to make sure that the bath is
not too hot or too cold?
Child care safety
9 Who takes care of your child when you are not home? How do you
know this person? How old is this person? Is there a way for your
child to reach you when you are away from home?
9 Is there a list of phone numbers for your doctor, local hospital,
police, fire department, poison control center and a friend or
neighbor near the phone?
9 Does this child go to daycare or pre-school? If so, how many hours
per week? How does your child get there? Who is responsible for
drop-off and pick-up?
Safety in the Streets
9 Who watches your child when they play out-of doors?
9 Does your child know what to do if a stranger talks to him or her on
the street?
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Well-Being Questions for Caregivers:
What is it like for you to care for this child? What has been the effect
on your family of having this child placed here? What did you expect it
to be like?
Describe who this child is. What about the child is easiest and most
pleasurable? What is the most difficult aspect of this child for you to
deal with? What are the things about this child that will help him/her in
the future? What will be harder for him/her?
How has the child changed since coming to live here? How has the
child adjusted to this placement?
What are the goals for this child and his/her family and what do you
think/feel about that? What makes that okay; not okay? What do you
think of the family visits with the child?
What are the services this child is receiving? What do you think/feel
about those? What do you think that this child needs?
What things does this child like to do?
To whom do you go if things aren’t going too well?
What are the things you need to support your continued care of this
child?
Does this child show warmth and affection across a range of
interactions and with different people?
Who does this child seek comfort from when s/he is hurt, frightened, or
ill?
How is this child’s sleeping pattern? How is this child’s feeding
pattern?
Have you seen any weight changes since this child has been with you?
Does this child show preference for a particular adult?
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How easy is it to soothe this child when s/he is upset?
Sources:
Ashford, J., LeCroy, C., & Lortie, K. (2001). Human Behavior in the Social Environment: A
Multidimensional Perspective. Belmont, CA: Wadsworth.
Center for Development of Human Services. (2002). Child Development Guide. Buffalo, NY:
Research Foundation of SUNY/CDHS.
Child Welfare League of America. (2003). PRIDEbook. Washington, D.C.: Child Welfare League
of America.
Maine Department of Human Services. Child Well-Being and Safety Review.
Massengale, J. (2001). Child Development: A Primer for Child Abuse Professionals. National
Center for the Prosecution of Child Abuse: Update Newsletter, 14(8), 1-4
Clackamas Education Service District. Early Intervention and Early Childhood Special Education
www. clackesd.k12.or.us/earlychildhood/eiecse.htm
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Toddlers: (18-36 months)
Developmental Milestones:
Physical
•
•
•

Enjoy physical activities such as running, kicking, climbing,
jumping, etc.
Beginnings of bladder and bowel control towards latter part of
this stage
Are increasingly able to manipulate small objects with hands

Emotional/Social
•
•
•
•
•

Becoming aware of limits; says “no” often
Establishing a positive, distinct sense of self through continuous
exploration of the world
Continuing to develop communication skills and experiencing
the responsiveness of others
Needs to develop a sense of self and to do some things for
him/herself
Making simple choices such as what to eat, what to wear and
what activity to do

Intellectual/Cognitive
•

Toddlers have a limited vocabulary of 500-3,000 words and are
only able to form three to four word sentences.

•

They have no understanding of pronouns (he, she) and only a
basic grasp of prepositions (in, on, off, out, away).

•

Most toddlers can count, but they do so from memory, without a
true understanding of what the numbers represent.

•

Cognitively, children in this age range are very egocentric and
concrete in their thinking, and believe that adults know
everything. This means that they look at everything from their
own perspective.
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•

They assume that everyone else sees, acts, and feels the same
way they do, and believe that adults already know everything.
This results in their feeling that they don’t need to explain an
event in detail.

•

Toddlers might have a very clear picture of events as they relate
to themselves but may have difficulty expressing thoughts or
providing detail. Because of this, most of the questions will need
to be asked of their caregivers.

•

Toddlers are able to relate their experiences, in detail, when
specifically and appropriately questioned.

•

Learning to use memory and acquiring the basics of self-control.

Safety Checklist for Caregivers:
Basic Safety
9 Did this child have any serious injuries, either before or since coming into
your care?
Check For:
9 TVs and other pieces of standing furniture secured so that they cannot be
pulled over?
9 Exposed wires or appliance cords in reach of children?
Preventing Falls
9 Are there child safety window guards on all windows above the first floor?
9 Are safety gates installed at the top and bottom of all staircases?
Sleep Time Safety
9 When you put your child to sleep in his/her crib, do you put them on their
stomach or their back?
9 Do you put any soft bedding beneath the baby?
9 Do you use pillows or heavy comforters in the crib?
9 Does your child ever sleep in bed with you or with other children?
9 Are there any window blinds or curtain cords near your baby’s crib or other
furniture?
9 Do you tie a pacifier around your child’s neck or to his/her clothing with a
string or ribbon?
9 Do you ever cover mattresses with plastic or a plastic bag?
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Crib Safety
9 Does crib have any missing, loose , improperly installed or broken
hardware?
9 Are crib slats more than two and three-eighths inches apart?
9 Are there any corner posts over the end panels of crib?
9 Do the headboards or footboards have any cutout areas?
9 Is paint cracked or peeling?
9 Are there any splinters or rough edges?
9 Are top rails of crib less than ¾ of the child’s height?
Child care safety
9 Who takes care of your child when you are not home? How do you know
this person? How old is this person? Is there a way for your child to reach
you when you are away from home?
9 Is there a list of phone numbers for your doctor, local hospital, police, fire
department, poison control center and a friend or neighbor near the
phone?
9 Does this child go to daycare or pre-school? If so, how many hours per
week? Who is responsible for drop-off and pick-up?
Safety in the Streets
9 Who watches your child when they play out-of doors?
9 Does your child know what to do if a stranger talks to him or her on
the street?

Safety Checklist for Children:
9 Do you ever stay at home by yourself without any grown ups there?
9 Who takes care of you if ____________ (caregiver’s name) is not at
home? Do you feel happy or sad when ________(caregiver’s name) is
not at home? Do you feel happy or sad when ________(babysitter’s
name) comes to stay with you? How come?
9 Do you ever sleep over at somebody else’s house? Do you like this? Do
you do this a little or a lot?
9 Do you go to school? Who takes you to school? Who picks you up from
school?
9 Do any grown ups watch you when you play outside? Who?
9 Do you know what to do if a stranger talks to you and ____________
(caregiver’s name) is not there?
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Well-Being Questions for Caregivers:
What is it like for you to care for this child? What has been the effect on your
family of having this child placed here? What did you expect it to be like?
Describe who this child is. What about the child is easiest and most
pleasurable? What is the most difficult aspect of this child for you to deal
with? What are the things about this child that will help him/her in the future?
What will be harder for him/her?
How has the child changed since coming here? What do you think about
that? How has the child adjusted to this placement?
What are the goals for this child and his/her family and what do you think/feel
about that? What makes that okay; not okay? What do you think of the
family visits with the child?
What are the services this child is receiving? What do you think/feel about
those? What do you think that this child needs?
What things does this child like to do?
To whom do you go if things aren’t going too well? What are the things you
need to support you in the continued care of this child?
Does this child show warmth and affection across a range of interactions and
with different people?
Who does this child seek comfort from when s/he is hurt, frightened, or ill?
Is this child able to seek you out and accept your help when needed?
How does this child comply with your requests and demands?
How are this child’s sleeping patterns? How are this child’s eating habits?
Have you seen any weight changes since this child has been with you?
Does this child show preference for a particular adult?
How easy is it to soothe this child when s/he is upset?

Well-Being Questions for Toddlers:
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Living Arrangements:
Do you like living at _____________’s (caregiver’s name) house?
Does anybody else live at _____________ ‘s (caregiver’s name) house
besides you and ________? If so, ask: do you like living with ________
(ask by individual names that the child mentions)? How come?
Where do you sleep? Do you share a room with anyone? Who? If so,
ask: do you like sharing a room with ________? How come?
Do you share a bed with anyone else? If yes ask, who? Do you like
sharing a bed with _______? How come?
Are there things that you can’t do at ____________’s house? What
happens if you do something that you are not supposed to do?
Special Interests:
Do you play with toys? What toys do you like playing with? Does anyone
else play with toys with you? Do you have a favorite toy?
Do you like to have stories/books read to you? Who reads stories/books
to you? Can you tell me the name of a book that you really like?
Do you like to make pictures?
Social/Emotional:
If you are sad, mad or scared about something that happens at
__________’s house, do you tell anyone? Who?
Do you ever get scared at night? If so, ask: What do you do when you
feel scared at night?
Does __________(caregiver’s name) ever get mad at you? What
happens if __________ gets mad at you? If ______gets mad, do you feel
sad, mad or scared?
Does __________(caregiver’s name) ever get mad at anyone else who
lives with you?
Is there anyone at __________’s house who makes you feel scared?
Is there anyone at __________ school who makes you feel scared?
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Do you ever get scared when you are playing outside? If yes, ask: How
come? Do you tell anyone when you feel scared? Who?
Are there any grown ups or kids who do things that make you feel happy?
Are there any grown ups or kids who do things that make you feel sad?
Are there any grown ups or kids who do things that make you feel mad?
Education:
(If child goes to school): Do you go to school? If so, ask: Do you like it?
How come?
What do you like to do at school? Is there anything that you don’t like
about school?
Friends and Family:
Who do you play with? What do you do when you play with other kids?
Do you get to see your mommy and/or daddy? Do you like seeing them?
What kinds of things do you do with them?
Do you see your brothers and/or sisters? Do you like seeing them? What
kinds of things do you do with them?
Health:
Have you been to see a doctor since you’ve been living with _________?
If so, ask: how come? Can ask: were you sick or did you need to get a
shot?
Have you been to see a dentist (a special doctor who looks at your teeth)
since you’ve been living with_________?
Sources:
Ashford, J., LeCroy, C., & Lortie, K. (2001). Human Behavior in the Social Environment: A
Multidimensional Perspective. Belmont, CA: Wadsworth.
Center for Development of Human Services. (2002). Child Development Guide. Buffalo, NY: Research
Foundation of SUNY/CDHS.
Child Welfare League of America. (2003). PRIDEbook. Washington, D.C.: Child Welfare League of
America.
Maine Department of Human Services. Child Well-Being and Safety Review.
Massengale, J. (2001). Child Development: A Primer for Child Abuse Professionals. National Center for
the Prosecution of Child Abuse: Update Newsletter, 14(8), 1-4
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Pre-School: (3-6 years old)
Developmental Milestones:
Physical
•
•
•

Is able to dress and undress self
Has refined coordination and is learning many new skills
Is very active and likes to do things like climb, hop, skip and do
stunts

Emotional/Social
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develops capacity to share and take turns
Plays cooperatively with peers
Is developing some independence and self-reliance
Is developing ethnic and gender identities
Learning to distinguish between reality and fantasy
Learning to make connections and distinctions between feelings,
thoughts and actions

Intellectual/Cognitive
•

With pre-schoolers, their ability to understand language usually
develops ahead of their speech

•

By age 6, their vocabulary will have increased to between 8,000
and 14,000 words but it is important to remember that children in
this age group often repeat words without fully understanding their
meaning

•

They have learned the use of most prepositions (up/down,
ahead/behind, beside) and some basic possessive pronouns (mine,
his, ours), and have started to master adjectives

•

Pre-school children continue to be egocentric and concrete in their
thinking. They are still unable to see things from another’s
perspective, and they reason based on specifics that they can
visualize and that have importance to them (i.e. “Mom and Dad”
instead of “family”).
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•

When questioned, they can generally express who, what, where,
and sometimes how, but not when or how many. They are also able
to provide a fair amount of detail about a situation.

•

It is important to keep in mind that children in this age range
continue to have trouble with the concepts of sequence and time.
As a result, they may seem inconsistent when telling a story simply
because they hardly ever follow a beginning-middle-end approach

Safety Checklist for Caregivers:
Basic Safety
9 Did this child have any serious injuries, either before or since coming
into your care?
9 Does your child have any chronic health conditions? Do you have all
the necessary medication and supplies?
9 Do you have a First Aid Kit in your home? I
Check For:
9 TVs and other pieces of standing furniture secured so that they cannot
be pulled over?
9 Exposed wires or appliance cords in reach of children?
Preventing Falls
9 Are there child safety window guards on all windows above the first
floor?
9 Are safety gates installed at the top and bottom of all staircases?
Bath Safety
9 What do you do if the telephone or doorbell rings while you are giving
your child a bath?
9 Do you use bathtub seats with suction cups?
9 Do you check the water temperature to make sure that the bath is
not too hot or too cold?
Child Care Safety
9
Who takes care of your child when you are not home? How do you
know this person? How old is this person? Is there a way for your
child to reach you when you are away from home?
9
Is there a list of phone numbers for your doctor, local hospital,
police, fire department, poison control center and a friend or
neighbor near the phone?
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9

Does this child go to daycare or pre-school? If so, how many hours
per week? How does your child get there? Who is responsible for
drop-off and pick-up?

Safety in the Streets
9 Who watches your child when they play out-of doors?
9 Does your child know your address and phone number? (Kids this age
may know only part of the answer to these questions)
9 Does your child know what to do if a stranger talks to him/her on
the street?

Safety Checklist for Children:
9 Do you know the name of the street that _________ (caregiver’s name)’s
house is on? Do you know the address for _________ (caregiver’s
name)’s house? Do you know telephone number at
_________(caregiver’s name)’s house? Can you tell me what it is?
9 Do you ever stay by yourself at home without any grown ups around?
9 Who takes care of you if ____________( caregiver’s name) is not at
home? What is it like when this person stays with you? Do you like it?
What kinds of things do you do with this person?
9 Do you know what to do if something really bad or scary happens, like if
there is a fire? What would you do?
9 Do you ever sleep over at somebody else’s house? Do you like this? Do
you do this a lot?
9 Are you able to call _________ (caregiver’s name) when they are not at
home? How do you do this?
9 Do you go to school? Who takes you to school? Who picks you up from
school?
9 Do any grown ups watch you when you play outside? Who?
9 Do you know what to do if a stranger talks to you on the street or asks you
to go somewhere with him/her?

Well-Being Questions for Caregivers:
What is it like for you to care for this child? What has been the effect on your
family of having this child placed here? What did you expect it to be like?
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Describe who this child is. What about the child is easiest and most
pleasurable? What is the most difficult aspect of this child for you to deal
with? What are the things about this child that will help him/her in the future?
What will be harder for him/her?
How has the child changed since coming here? What do you think about
that? How has the child adjusted to this placement?
What are the goals for this child and his family and what do you think/feel
about that? What makes that okay; not okay? What do you think of the
family visits with the child?
Is this child is receiving any educational, medical and/or psychological
services? Which ones? How often? Do you think that these services are
meeting this child’s needs? Are there any other services that you think that
this child needs?
What things does this child like to do?
To whom do you go if things aren’t going too well?
What are the things you need to support your continued care of this child?
Does this child show warmth and affection across a range of interactions and
with different people?
Who does this child seek comfort from when s/he is hurt, frightened, or ill?
Is this child able to seek you out and accept your help when needed?
How does this child comply with your requests and demands?
How is this child’s sleeping pattern? How is this child’s feeding pattern?
Have you seen any weight changes since this child has been with you?
Does this child show preference for a particular adult?
How easy is it to soothe this child when s/he is upset?

Well-Being Questions for Children:
Living Arrangements:
How is it for you living at _____________’s house?
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Who else lives here with you? What do you think about these other
people who live here? Do you like living with them? How come?
Do you know how come you are living here with
_____________(caregiver’s name)?
Do you like _____________(caregiver’s name)? How come?
Do you think that _______likes you? How come?
Where do you sleep? Do you share a room with anyone? Who? If so,
ask: Do you like sharing a room with this person? How come?
Do you share a bed with anyone else? If yes, ask: who?
Are there things that you can and can’t do at ____________’s house?
What are some of these things? What happens if you do something that
you are not supposed to do? Does this happen a little or a lot?
Daily Routine:
Do you wake up by yourself in the morning or does someone else wake
you up? If it’s someone else, ask: Who?
What do you do in the morning to get ready for school? Does anybody
help you? If so, what do they do? What do you do by yourself to get
ready in the morning?
Does anyone make breakfast for you? Who? What are some things that
you eat for breakfast?
(If child goes to school): Do you bring your lunch with you to school or do
you get lunch at school? What are some things that you eat for lunch?
(If child goes to school): Where do you go after school? How do you get
there? What do you do after school? Do you like what you do after
school?
Who makes you dinner? What are some things that you eat for dinner?
What are some things that you do after you eat dinner?
What time do you go to bed? Does anyone help you to get ready for bed?
If so, what do they do to help you?
What do you do on Saturday and Sunday? Who do you do this with?
What do the other people in ________’s house do on Saturdays and
Sundays?
(If applicable) Is this the same as what you used to do on weekends when
you lived with _______(previous guardian) or is it different? What is
different about it?
Special Interests:
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What kinds of things do you like to do for fun (sports, music, art, video
games, etc.)? Do you do these things while you are living with
___________?
Are there any things that you’d really like to be doing that you aren’t doing
now?
Education:
Do you go to school? If so, do you like it? How come?
(If child goes to school): What do you do at school? Who do you do this
with?
(If child goes to school): What are some of the things that you like the
most about school? What are some of the things that you don’t like so
much about school?
Family and Friends:
Do you get to see your family? How is this for you? Do you see your
brothers and/or sisters? What kinds of things do you do together?
Who are some of your friends? What do you do with them? Where do
you see them?
Social/Emotional:
Does __________(caregiver’s name) ever get mad at you? What
happens if __________ gets mad at you? Does this happen a lot of the
time or a little of the time? What do you feel like when ______gets mad?
Does __________( caregiver’s name) ever get mad at someone else who
lives in the house with you? Does this happen a lot of the time or a little of
the time? What do you feel like when ______gets mad at these other
people? What are some of the things that s/he gets angry at other people
about?
If you are sad, mad or scared about something that happens at
__________’s house, who can you go to?
Is there anyone at __________’s house or anywhere else who makes you
feel scared? Are there any grown ups or kids who do things that make
you feel sad, mad, or scared?
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Do you ever get scared when you are playing outside or walking around
by _______’s house? If yes, what are the things that make you scared?
Cay you talk to someone about this? If so, who?
Do you ever get scared at night? If so, ask: What do you do when this
happens? Do you ever go into _______’s room when this happens? If so,
ask: What do they do?
Do you ever wake up in the middle of the night? If so, ask: What do you
do when this happens?
If something is really worrying or bothering you, who can you talk to? If
you want to talk to me, do you know how you can do that?
Health:
Have you been to see a doctor since you’ve been living with _________?
What did you see this doctor for? Have you been to any other doctors? If
so, how come?
Have you seen a dentist since you’ve been living with _________?

Sources:
Ashford, J., LeCroy, C., & Lortie, K. (2001). Human Behavior in the Social Environment: A
Multidimensional Perspective. Belmont, CA: Wadsworth.
Center for Development of Human Services. (2002). Child Development Guide. Buffalo, NY: Research
Foundation of SUNY/CDHS.
Child Welfare League of America. (2003). PRIDEbook. Washington, D.C.: Child Welfare League of
America.
Maine Department of Human Services. Child Well-Being and Safety Review.
Massengale, J. (2001). Child Development: A Primer for Child Abuse Professionals. National Center for
the Prosecution of Child Abuse: Update Newsletter, 14(8), 1-4
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School-Age Children (7- 9 years old)
Developmental Milestones:
Physical
•
•
•

Have increased coordination and strength
Enjoy using new skills, both gross and fine motor
Are increasing in height and weight at steady rates

Emotional/Social
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased ability to interact with peers
Have more same-sex friends
Increased ability to engage in competition
Developing and testing values and beliefs that will guide present
and future behaviors
Has a strong group identity; increasingly defines self through
peers
Need to develop a sense of mastery and accomplishment based
upon physical strength, self-control and school performance

Intellectual/Cognitive
•

By early elementary age, children start logical thinking, which
means that rather than accepting what they see as true, they
begin to apply their personal knowledge and experience to a
particular situation to determine whether it makes sense or not.

•

Temporal concepts greatly improve in this age range, as early
elementary children start to understand the idea of the passage
of time, as well as day, date and time as a concept as opposed
to a number.

•

Most early elementary aged children have acquired the basic
cognitive and linguistic concepts necessary to sufficiently
communicate an abusive event.

•

They can also copy adult speech patterns. As a result, it is easy
to forget that children in this age range are still not fully
developed cognitively, emotionally, or linguistically.
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Safety Checklist for Caregivers:
9 Who takes care of your child when you are not home? How do you
know this person? How old is this person? Is there a way for your
child to reach you when you are away from home?
9 Who takes your child to and from school?
9 Who watches your child when they play outdoors?
9 Does your child know your address and phone number?
9 Does your child know what to do if a stranger talks to him/her on
the street?
9 Is there a list of phone numbers for your doctor, local hospital,
police, fire department, poison control center and a friend or
neighbor near the phone?
9 Does your child know what to do in case of an emergency?
9 Did this child have any serious injuries, either before or since
coming into your care?
9 Does your child have any chronic health conditions? Do you have
the necessary medications, medical equipment, and medical staff
support to adequately deal with this condition?
9 Do you have a First Aid Kit in your home? Does your child know
where it is and how to use it?
9 Are there child safety window guards on all windows above the first
floor?
9 Does your child wear safety gear, including a helmet, for activities
such as cycling, in-line skating, skateboarding or riding a scooter?

Safety Checklist for Children:
9 Do you know the address and telephone number at _________’s
(caregiver’s name) house? What is it?
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9 Do you know what to do in case of an emergency, like a fire? Can
you tell me what you would do?
9 Who takes care of you when ____________(caregiver’s name) is
not at home? How do you feel about staying with this person?
9 Are you ever left alone without any grown ups around?
9 Do you ever stay over at someone else’s house? How often do you
do this? Do you like this?
9 Do you know how to reach _____________(caregiver’s name)
when they are away from home?
9 Who takes you to and from school?
9 Do any grown ups watch you when you play outdoors?
9 Do you know what to do if a stranger talks to you on the street?

Well-Being Questions for Caregivers:
What is it like for you to care for this child? What has been the effect on your
family of having this child placed here? What did you expect it to be like?
Describe who this child is. What about the child is easiest and most
pleasurable? What is the most difficult aspect of this child for you to deal
with? What are the things about this child that you think will help him/her in
the future? What do you think might be harder for him/her?
How has this child changed since coming here? What do you think about
that? How has the child adjusted to this placement?
What are the goals for this child and his/her family and what do you think/feel
about that? What makes that okay; not okay? What do you think of the
family visits with the child?
Is this child receiving any educational, medical and/or psychological services?
Which ones? How often? What do you think/feel about these? Do you think
that they are meeting this child’s needs? Are there any other services that you
think this child needs?
What kinds of things does this child like to do?
To whom do you go if things aren’t going too well?
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Who does this child seek comfort from when s/he is hurt, frightened, or ill?
Is this child able to seek you out and accept your help when needed?
How does this child comply with your requests and demands?
How is this child’s sleeping pattern? How are this child’s eating habits?
Have you seen any weight changes since this child has been with you?
Does this child show preference for a particular adult?
How easy is it to soothe this child when s/he is upset?
What are the things that you need to support your continued care of this
child?
Does this child show warmth and affection across a range of interactions and
with different people?

Well-Being Questions for Children:
Living Arrangements:
How is it for you living at _____________’s house?
Who else lives here with you? What do you think about these other
people who live here? What is it like living with them?
Do you know why you are living here with _____________(caregiver’s
name)?
How do you feel about _____________(caregiver’s name)? How do you
think that they feel about you?
Are there things that you can and can’t do at ____________’s house?
What are some of these rules? What happens if you break a rule? How
often does this happen?
Daily Routine:
How do you wake up in the morning?
What do you do in the morning to get ready for school? Does anyone help
you? If so, what do they do?
Does anyone make breakfast for you? Who? What are some things that
you eat for breakfast?
Do you bring lunch with you to school or do you get lunch at the school
cafeteria? What are some things that you eat for lunch?
Who makes you dinner? What are some things that you eat for dinner?
What do you do after dinner?
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What time do you go to bed? Does anyone help you to get ready for bed?
If so, what do they do? What is bedtime like for you?
Where do you sleep? Do you share a room with anyone? Who? What is
this like for you?
Do you share a bed with anyone else? If so, who?
Social/ Emotional:
If you are upset or angry about something that happens at __________’s
house, is there anyone that you can go to? Who?
What happens when __________(caregiver’s names) get angry at you,
each other, or someone else who lives in your house? How often do they
get angry? What does it feel like for you when they are angry? What are
some of the things that they get angry about?
Is there anyone at __________’s house or anywhere else that you go who
makes you feel scared? Are there any grown ups or kids who do things
that make you feel sad, mad, scared or confused?
Do you ever get scared playing in your neighborhood? If so, what are the
things that make you scared? Is there anyone who you are able to talk to
about this?
Do you ever wake up in the middle of the night? If so, what happens?
If something is really worrying you, who can you talk to?
If you need to get in touch with me, do you know how to do that? How?
Family and Friends:
How are visits with your family? What kinds of things do you with your
family on visits? How often do you see them? Do you speak with them on
the telephone in between visits?
Do you see your brothers and/or sisters? How is to see them? Do you
see other members of your family e.g., grandparents, aunts, uncles?
Who are your friends? What do you like to do with them? Where do you
see them?
Special Interests:
What do you do on the weekends? Who do you do this with? What do
the other people in ________’s house do? If applicable: Is this different
from what you used to do on weekends? If so, how is it different?
What kinds of things do you like to do for fun (sports, music, art, video
games, etc.)? Do you do these things while you are living with
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___________? Are there any things that you’d really like to be doing that
you aren’t doing now?
Education:
How is school? What grade are you in? What are some of the things that
you like best about school? What are some of the things that you like the
least about school?
Are there any subjects at school, like math or reading that are hard for
you? If so, do you get any kind of special help with these subjects?
Where do you go after school? How do you get there? What do you do
after school? Do you like doing this?
Health:
Have you been to see a doctor since you’ve been living with _________?
What did you see this doctor for? Have you been to any other doctors? If
so, why?
Have you seen a dentist since you’ve been living with _________?
Do you go to see a counselor or therapist? What is this like for you? Do
you know why you are seeing them?
Sources:
Ashford, J., LeCroy, C., & Lortie, K. (2001). Human Behavior in the Social Environment: A
Multidimensional Perspective. Belmont, CA: Wadsworth.
Center for Development of Human Services. (2002). Child Development Guide. Buffalo, NY: Research
Foundation of SUNY/CDHS.
Child Welfare League of America. (2003). PRIDEbook. Washington, D.C.: Child Welfare League of
America.
Maine Department of Human Services. Child Well-Being and Safety Review.
Massengale, J. (2001). Child Development: A Primer for Child Abuse Professionals. National Center for
the Prosecution of Child Abuse: Update Newsletter, 14(8), 1-4
Ozretich, R., & Bowman, S. (2001). Middle Childhood and Adolescent Development. Corvallis, OR:
Oregon State University Extension Service.
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Early Adolescence (10 – 12 years old)
Developmental Milestones:
Physical
•
•
•

Have increased coordination and strength
Are developing body proportions similar to those of an adult
May begin puberty—evident sexual development, voice
changes, and increased body odor are common.

Emotional/Social
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased ability to interact with peers
Increased ability to engage in competition
Developing and testing values and beliefs that will guide present
and future behaviors
Has a strong group identity; increasingly defines self through
peers
Acquiring a sense of accomplishment based upon the
achievement of greater physical strength and self-control
Defines self-concept in part by success in school

Intellectual/Cognitive
•
•

Early adolescents have an increased ability to learn and apply
skills.
The early adolescent years mark the beginning of abstract
thinking but revert to concrete thought under stress.

•

Even though abstract thinking generally starts during this age
period, preteens are still developing this method of reasoning
and are not able to make all intellectual leaps, such as inferring
a motive or reasoning hypothetically.

•

Youth in this age range learn to extend their way of thinking
beyond their personal experiences and knowledge and start to
view the world outside of an absolute black-white/right-wrong
perspective.

•

Interpretative ability develops during the years of early
adolescence, as does the ability to recognize cause and affect
sequences.
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Early adolescents are able to answer who, what, where, and
when questions, but still may have problems with why
questions.

Safety Checklist for Caregivers:
9 Who providers supervision for your child when you are not home? How
do you know this person? How old is this person? Is there a way for
your child to reach you when you are away from home?
9 How does your child get to and from school?
9 Do you know where your child is when s/he is not at school and away
from home? Is there a way for your child to reach you when s/he is
away from home?
9 Do you know who your child’s friends are?
9 Does your child know your address and phone number?
9 Does your child know what to do if a stranger talks to him/her on the
street?
9 Is there a list of phone numbers for your doctor, local hospital, police,
fire department, poison control center and a friend or neighbor near the
phone?
9 Does your child know what to do in case of an emergency? Does your
child know where smoke alarms and carbon monoxide alarms are
located in your home?
9 Did this child have any serious injuries, either before or since coming
into your care?
9 Does your child have any chronic health conditions? Do you have the
necessary medications, medical equipment, and medical staff support
to adequately deal with this condition?
9 Do you have a First Aid Kit in your home? Does your child know where
it is and how to use it?
9 Are there child safety window guards on all windows above the first
floor?
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9 Does your child wear safety gear, including a helmet, for activities such
as cycling, in-line skating, skateboarding or riding a scooter?

Safety Checklist for Youth:
9 Who takes care of you when ____________(caregiver’s name) is not at
home? How do you feel about staying with this person? Do you know
how to reach _____________(caregiver’s name) when they are away
from home?
9 Do you know what to do in case of an emergency, like a fire? Can you
tell me what you would do?
9 Do you know where the first aid kit is kept? Do you know how to use
the different items in it?
9 Are you ever left alone without any grown ups around? What is this like
for you?
9 Do you ever stay over at someone else’s house? How often do you do
this? Do you like this?
9 How do you get to and from school?
9 Do any adult’s provide supervision for you when you play outdoors?
Does ______________(caregiver’s name) know where you are when
you are away from home and not at school?
9 Do you know what to do if a stranger talks to you on the street or asks
you to go somewhere with him or her?

Well-Being Questions for Caregivers:
What is it like for you to care for this child? What has been the effect on
your family of having this child placed here? What did you expect it to be
like?
Describe who this young person is: What about the _____ (youth’s name)
is easiest and most pleasurable? What is the most difficult aspect of caring
for _____ (youth’s name)? What are the things about _____ (youth’s
name) this that will help him/her in the future? What will be hard for
him/her?
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How has _____ (youth’s name)changed since coming here? What do you
think about that? How has _____ (youth’s name) adjusted to this
placement?
What are the goals for _____ (youth’s name) and his/her family and what do
you think/feel about that? What makes that okay; not okay? What do you
think of the family visits with _____ (youth’s name)?
What are the services _____ (youth’s name) is receiving? What do you
think/feel about those? What do you think that they met his/her needs?
What things does _____ (youth’s name) like to do?
To whom do you go if things aren’t going too well?
What are the things you need to support your continued care of this child?

Well-Being Questions for Early Adolescents:
Living Arrangements:
How is it for you living at _____________’s house?
Who else lives here with you? What do you think about these other
people who live here? What is it like living with them?
Do you know why you are living here with _____________(caregiver’s
name)?
How do you feel about _____________(caregiver’s name)? How do you
think that they feel about you?
Are there things that you can and can’t do at ____________’s house?
What are some of these rules? What happens if you break a rule? How
often does this happen?
Daily Routine:
How do you wake up in the morning?
What do you do in the morning to get ready for school?
Does anyone make breakfast for you? Who? What are some things that
you eat for breakfast?
Do you bring lunch with you to school or do you get lunch at the school
cafeteria? What are some things that you eat for lunch?
Who makes you dinner? What are some things that you eat for dinner?
What do you do after dinner?
What time do you go to bed?
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Where do you sleep? Do you share a room with anyone? Who? What is
this like for you?
Social/Emotional:
If you are upset or angry about something that happens at __________’s
house, is there anyone that you can go to? Who?
What happens when __________(caregiver’s names) get angry at you,
each other, or someone else who lives in your house? How often do they
get angry? What does it feel like for you when they are angry? What are
some of the things that they get angry about?
Is there anyone at __________’s house or anywhere else that you go who
makes you feel scared? Are there any adults or kids who do things that
make you feel sad, mad, scared or confused?
Do you ever wake up in the middle of the night? If so, what happens?
Do you ever get scared hanging out in your neighborhood? If so, what are
the things that make you scared? Is there anyone who you are able to
talk to about this?
If something is really worrying you, who can you talk to?
If you need to get in touch with me, do you know how to do that? How?
Family and Friends:
How are visits with your family? What kinds of things do you with your
family on visits? How often do you see them? Do you speak with them on
the telephone in between visits?
Do you see your brothers and/or sisters? How is to see them? Do you
see other members of your family e.g., grandparents, aunts, uncles?
Who are your friends? What do you like to do with them? Where do you
see them?
Special Interests:
What kinds of things do you like to do for fun (sports, music, art, video
games, etc.)? Do you do these things while you are living with
___________? Are there any things that you’d really like to be doing that
you aren’t doing now?
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What do you do on the weekends? Who do you do this with? What do
the other people in ________’s house do? If applicable: Is this different
from what you used to do on weekends? If so, how is it different?
Education:
How is school? What grade are you in? What are some of the things that
you like best about school? What are some of the things that you like the
least about school?
Are there any subjects at school, like math or reading that are hard for
you? If so, do you get any kind of special help with these subjects?
Where do you go after school? How do you get there? What do you do
after school? Do you like doing this?
Health:
Have you been to see a doctor since you’ve been living with _________?
What did you see this doctor for? Have you been to any other doctors? If
so, why?
Have you seen a dentist since you’ve been living with _________?
Do you go to see a counselor or therapist? What is this like for you? Do
you know why you are seeing them?

Sources:
Center for Development of Human Services. (2002). Child Development Guide. Buffalo, NY: Research
Foundation of SUNY/CDHS.
Child Welfare League of America. (2003). PRIDEbook. Washington, D.C.: Child Welfare League of
America.
Maine Department of Human Services. Child Well-Being and Safety Review.
Massengale, J. (2001). Child Development: A Primer for Child Abuse Professionals. National Center for
the Prosecution of Child Abuse: Update Newsletter, 14(8), 1-4
Ozretich, R., & Bowman, S. (2001). Middle Childhood and Adolescent Development. Corvallis, OR:
Oregon State University Extension Service.
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Middle Adolescence (13 – 17 years old)
Developmental Milestones:
Physical:
 95% of adult height reached
 Less concern about physical changes but increased interest in
personal attractiveness
 Excessive physical activity alternating with lethargy
 Secondary sexual characteristics
Emotional/Social:











Conflict with family predominates due to ambivalence about
emerging independence
Strong peer allegiances – fad behavior
Experimentation – sex, drugs, friends, jobs, risk-taking behavior
Struggle with sense of identity
Moodiness
Rejection of adult values and ideas
Risk Taking – “it can’t happen to me”
Experiment with adult roles
Testing new values and ideas
Importance of relationships – may have strongly invested in a
single romantic relationship

Intellectual/Cognition:




Growth in abstract thought reverts to concrete thought under
stress
Cause-effect relationships better understood
Very self absorbed

Safety Checklist for Caregiver:
9 When you are not at home, who provides supervision? Is there a way for
your youth to reach you when you are away from home?
9 How does your youth get to and from school?
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9 Do you know where your youth is when s/he is not at school and away
from home? Is there a way for your youth to reach you when s/he is away
from home?
9 Do you know who your youth’s friends are?
9 Is there a list of phone numbers for your doctor, local hospital, police, fire
department, poison control center and a friend or neighbor near the
phone?
9 Does your youth know what to do in case of an emergency? Does your
youth know where smoke alarms and carbon monoxide alarms are located
in your home?
9 Did this youth have any serious injuries, either before or since coming into
your care?
9 Do you have a First Aid Kit in your home? Does your youth know where it
is and how to use it?
9 Does your youth have any chronic health conditions? Do you have the
necessary medications, medical equipment, and medical staff support to
adequately deal with this condition?
9 Do you feel your youth is able to exhibit good judgment when approached
by strangers?
9 Have you explained the concept of date rape to your youth. Have you
empowered your youth to resist being pressured or forced into unwanted
sexual activity?
9 Have talked with your youth about the health risks of alcohol, tobacco, and
drug abuse.

Safety Checklist for Youth:
9 Do you know the address and telephone number at _________’s
(caregiver’s name) house? What is it?
9 Who provides supervision for you when ____________(caregiver’s name)
is not at home? How do you feel about staying with this person? Do you
know how to reach _____________(caregiver’s name) when they are
away from home?
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9 Do you feel safe living with __________(caregiver’s name)? What are
some things that make you feel safe? Are there situations were you feel
not safe living with ____________(caregiver’s name)? What are some of
those situations?
9 Do you know what to do in case of an emergency, like a fire? Can you tell
me what you would do?
9 Do you know where the first aid kit is kept? Do you know how to use the
different items in it?
9 Do you ever stay over at someone else’s house? How often do you do
this? Do you like this?
9 How do you get to and from school?
9 Does ______________(caregiver’s name) know where you are when you
are away from home and not at school?
9 Do you know what to do if a stranger talks to you on the street or asks you
to go somewhere with him or her?

Well-Being Questions for Caregiver:
What is it like for you to care for this youth? What has been the effect on
your family of having this youth placed here? What did you expect it to be
like?
Describe who this young person is. What about the youth is easiest and
most pleasurable? What is the most difficult aspect of caring for this young
person?
How has this young person changed since coming here? What do you
think about that? How has the youth adjusted to this placement?
What are the goals for this youth and his/her family and what do you
think/feel about that? What makes that okay; not okay? What do you
think of the family visits with the youth? Does this youth maintain contact
with his/her siblings?
What are the services this youth is receiving? What do you think/feel
about those? What do you think that this youth needs?
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Well-Being Questions for Youth:
Living Arrangements:
How is it for you living at ________’s house?
Who else lives here with you? What do you think about these other
people who live here? What is it like living with them?
Do you know why you are living here with _____________(caregiver’s
name)?
How do you feel about _____________(caregiver’s name)? How do you
think that they feel about you?
How do you wake up in the morning?
What do you do in the morning to get ready for school? Does anyone help
you? If so, what do they do?
Does anyone make breakfast for you? Who? What are some things that
you eat for breakfast?
Do you bring lunch with you to school or do you get lunch at the school
cafeteria? What are some things that you eat for lunch?
Who makes you dinner?
Where do you sleep? Do you share a room with anyone? Who? What is it
like for you?
Are there things that you can and can’t do at __________’s house? What
are some these rules? What happens if you break a rule? How often does
this happen?
Goal Setting and Planning
Do you feel involved in the development of your service plan?
Do you feel listened to by the adults in your life about your future plans?
Have you been given the opportunity to participate in youth leadership
activities?
Special Interests:
How do you like to spend your free time on the weekends? What do you
like to do? Who do you do this with?
What are your hobbies?
What sports do you like to play?
Do you like to read? What are your favorite books, magazines?
Education:
What do you like most about school?
What are your favorite subjects? What subjects are difficult for you?
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Are you receiving help with these subjects?
Have you thought about what you would like to do after high school?
What types of careers are you interested in?
Employment:
Have you ever worked? What types of jobs have you held?
What types of jobs have you like best?
What part of the job did you enjoy most?
Cultural/Spiritual Awareness:
Do you participate in any cultural activities?
Have there been opportunities for you to participate in activities specific to
your cultural heritage? What types of activities?
What are some things you do that nurture your spirit? e.g., art, martial
arts, meditation, religious classes, going to church, prayer groups, etc.
Family and Friends:
Who do you call family?
What are the visits with your family like?
Do you maintain regular contact with your siblings?
How is your family helping you prepare for your future?
Do you have a group of friends you feel close to?
If not, how could we help you develop relationships?
Are you involved with someone special?
Do you have someone in your life that you consider your mentor? What
are the qualities that person possesses?
Social Skills:
What do you like most about yourself?
Are you comfortable: Meeting new people? Speaking up for yourself at
home, school, work, or with friends?
Everyone gets angry from time to time. What kinds of things make you
angry? What do you do when you get angry? Do you feel that you have a
good handle on controlling your anger?
Health:
How have you been feeling physically?
Have you seen a doctor or dentist recently?
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If you are on medication; do you take it regularly and who administers it?
Have you had any physical reactions?
Do you do any physical exercise?
Are you comfortable with you personal appearance?
Life Skills: - Has the agency made life skills groups and instruction
available to you?
Do you feel you are able to manage your money?
Do you have a savings account?
Do you do your own laundry?
Do you cook? What do you like to cook?
Do you main
Are you able to get around your city or town?
Are you thinking about taking driver’s education and obtaining your
driver’s license?
Sources:
Child Welfare League of America. (2003). PRIDEbook. Washington, D.C.: Child Welfare League
of America.
Illinois Department of Children and Family Services. (2003). PRIDEbook. Washington, D.C.:
Child Welfare League of America.
Maine Department of Human Services. Child Well-Being and Safety Review.
Ozretich, R., & Bowman, S. (2001). Middle Childhood and Adolescent Development. Corvallis,
OR: Oregon State University Extension Service.
Strengths/Needs Assessment. Adapted from Scott, R. and Houts, S. Individualized Goal Planning
with Families in Social Services, 1978.
Understanding Youth Development: Promoting Positive Pathways of Growth. United States
Department of Health and Human Services. Family and Youth Services Bureau. January 1997.
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Late Adolescence (18 -21 years old)
Developmental Milestones:
Physical:



Physical maturity and reproductive growth leveling off and ending
Firmer sense of sexual identity

Emotional/Social:






Separation from caregivers
More comfortable seeking adult advice
Peers are important but young person can now evaluate their
influence and opinions rather than wholeheartedly embracing them
without question
Intimate relationships are important
Acceptance of adult responsibilities

Intellectual/Cognition:





Abstract thought established – future oriented; able to understand,
plan and pursue long range goals
Philosophical and idealistic
What do I what to do with my life? – increased concern for the
future
Greater capacity to use insight

Safety Checklist for Caregiver:
9 When you are not at home, who provides supervision? Is there a way for
the youth in your care to reach you when you are away from home?
9 How does your youth get to and from school and/or work?
9 Do you know where your youth is when s/he is not at school/work? Is
there a way for your youth to reach you when s/he is away from home?
9 Do you know who your youth’s friends are?
9 Is there a list of phone numbers for your doctor, local hospital, police, fire
department, poison control center and a friend or neighbor near the
phone?
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9 Does your youth know what to do in case of an emergency? Does your
youth know where smoke alarms and carbon monoxide alarms are located
in your home?
9 Did this youth have any serious injuries, either before or since coming into
your care?
9 Do you have a First Aid Kit in your home? Does your youth know where it
is and how to use it?
9 Does your youth have any chronic health conditions? Do you have the
necessary medications, medical equipment, and medical staff support to
adequately deal with this condition?
9 Do you feel your youth is able to exhibit good judgment when approached
by strangers?
9 Have you explained the concept of date rape to your youth. Have you
empowered your youth to resist being pressured or forced into unwanted
sexual activity?
9 Have talked with your youth about the health risks of alcohol, tobacco, and
drug abuse.

Safety Checklist for Youth:
9 Do you know the address and telephone number at _________’s
(caregiver’s name) house?
9 Who provides supervision for you when ____________(caregiver’s name)
is not at home? How do you feel about staying with this person? Do you
know how to reach _____________(caregiver’s name) when they are
away from home?
9 Do you feel safe living with __________(caregiver’s name)? What are
some things that make you feel safe? Are there situations were you feel
not safe living with ____________(caregiver’s name)? What are some of
those situations?
9 Do you know what to do in case of an emergency, like a fire? Can you tell
me what you would do?
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9 Do you know where the first aid kit is kept? Do you know how to use the
different items in it?
9 Do you ever stay over at someone else’s house? How often do you do
this? Do you like this?
9 How do you get to and from school and/or work?
9 Does ______________(caregiver’s name) know where you are when you
are away from home and not at school or work?
9 Do you know what to do if a stranger talks to you on the street or asks you
to go somewhere with him or her?

Well-Being Questions for Caregiver:
What is it like for you to care for this youth? What has been the effect on
your family of having this youth placed here? What did you expect it to be
like?
Describe who this young person is. What about the youth is easiest and
most pleasurable? What is the most difficult aspect of caring for this young
person?
How has this young person changed since coming here? What do you
think about that? How has the youth adjusted to this placement?
What are the goals for this youth and his/her family and what do you
think/feel about that? What makes that okay; not okay? What do you
think of the family visits with the youth? Does this youth maintain contact
with his/her siblings?
What are the services this youth is receiving? What do you think/feel
about those? What do you think that this youth needs?

Well Being Questions for Youth:
Living Arrangements:
How are your living arrangements?
Who else lives here with you? What do you think abut these them?
What is it like living with them?
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Goal Setting and Planning:
Do you feel involved in the development of your service plan?
Have you been involved in planning for your discharge from foster care?
Do you feel listened to by the adults in your life?
Have you been given the opportunity to participate in youth leadership
activities?
Has the agency made life skills groups and instruction available to you?
Special Interests:
How do you like to spend your free time? What do you like to do? Who do
you do this with?
What are your hobbies?
What sports do you like to play?
Do you like to read? What are your favorite books, magazines?
Education:
What do you like most about school?
What are your favorite subjects? What subjects are difficult for you?
Are you receiving help with these subjects?
What are your educational plans after high school?
What types of careers are you interested in?
Have you contacted colleges or vocational schools?
Have you explored your states ETV program as well as other financial aid
programs?
Employment:
Have you ever worked? What types of jobs have you held?
What types of jobs have you like best?
What part of the job did you enjoy most?
Do you have a resume?
Do you have forms of identification? social security card, birth certificate
Cultural/Spiritual Awareness:
Do you participate in any cultural activities?
Have there been opportunities for you to participate in activities specific to
your cultural heritage? What types of activities?
What are some things you do that nurture your spirit? e.g., art, martial
arts, meditation, religious classes, going to church, prayer groups, etc.
Family and Friends:
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Who do you call family?
Do you maintain regular contact with your family and siblings?
How are those contacts going?
How is your family helping you prepare for your future?
Do you have a group of friends you feel close to?
If not, how could we help you develop relationships?
Are you involved with someone special?
Do you have someone in your life that you consider your mentor? What
are the qualities that person possesses?
Do you have a support network to help you when you leave foster care?
Social Skills:
What do you like most about yourself?
Are you comfortable: Meeting new people? Speaking up for yourself at
home, school, work, or with friends?
Everyone gets angry from time to time. What kinds of things make you
angry? What do you do when you get angry? Do you feel that you have a
good handle on controlling your anger?
Health:
How have you been feeling physically?
Have you seen a doctor or dentist recently?
If you are on medication; do you take it regularly and who administers it?
Have you had any physical reactions?
Do you do any physical exercise?
Are you comfortable with you personal appearance?
Do you have a copy of your medical history?
Do you have a plan for attending to your medical needs after you leave
care?
Housing:
When do you think you will move out of your current living arrangements?
What type of living arrangement are you thinking about? e.g., living alone,
sharing with a roommates, renting a room, etc.
Do you understand how to search for an apartment?
Do you understand what it takes to maintain your own apartment?
Are you aware of any subsidized housing options available to youth
leaving care?
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Life Skills:
Do you feel you are able to manage your money?
Do you have a savings account?
Have you developed a budget for managing your living experiences after
you leave care?
Do you do your own laundry?
Do you cook? What do you like to cook?
Do you need any help in developing household management skills?
Are you able to get around your city or town?
Are you thinking about taking driver’s education and obtaining your
driver’s license?
Sources:
Child Welfare League of America. (2003). PRIDEbook. Washington, D.C.: Child Welfare League
of America.
Maine Department of Human Services. Child Well-Being and Safety Review.
Ozretich, R., & Bowman, S. (2001). Middle Childhood and Adolescent Development. Corvallis,
OR: Oregon State University Extension Service.
Strengths/Needs Assessment. Adapted from Scott, R. and Houts, S. Individualized Goal Planning
with Families in Social Services, 1978.
Understanding Youth Development: Promoting Positive Pathways of Growth. United States
Department of Health and Human Services. Family and Youth Services Bureau. January 1997.
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